
SLA107 – Review for контрђльная № 3 
 
• Be prepared to discuss the following about «МосквЌ слезЌм не вЎрит»: 
 

1) The physical characteristics of the main characters. 
2) The personalities of the main characters. 
3) The fate of КЌтя, Серёка, Лїда, Тђня.  Did things turn out for the better or worse? 
4) The relationship between КЌтя and Рудђльф. 
5) The quest of Лїда to find a husband and happiness. 
6) The relationship between КЌтя and Гђша. 
7) What you dis/liked about one of the characters. 

 
Be prepared to discuss the following about ОбразовЌние: 
 

1) What you are in at Princeton. 
2) What’s your major (going to be) 
3) What your favorite subject in school was. 
4) How many hours day you study. 
5) What kind of school you went to. 
6) What languages you studied in school. 
7) How long you studied for this exam. 
8) When (in what year) you will graduate (or, if you’re really stuck up, “be graduated”) from PU 
9) Who taught you how to do something (play an instrument / drive / speak Russian / stand on you 

head) 
10) A grade you got on a (final) exam 
11) What kind of lessons (piano, tennis, guitar) you take/took – and from whom. 
12) Who is a fantastic (terrible, average) teacher. 
 

 
• ПереведЏте на рѓсский 
 
1. My Econ professor gave me a B.  What a jerk! 

2. And what if (think!) I fail the (final) exam? 

3. She made a good impression on the chairman of the math department. 

4. Yesterday I read (new verb!) an article about a Chinese grad student. 



5. It seems they’re lost. 

6. Long time no see! 

7. They have two children. 

8. + And then?  - (Appropriate response) 

9. She dreams of becoming a coach. 

10. Believe it or not, he’s sober today. 

11. I couldn’t care less about you and your problems. 

12. Are you for or against abortion? 

13. Katya took the test but did not pass. 

14. In the early 80s my uncle ruin his life by drinking. 

 


